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What is the optimal dose based on the published 
human research to date? QD or BID?
Clinical pharmacology studies demonstrate that daily 
supplementation with Niagen® nicotinamide riboside (NR) 
increases NAD+ levels in a dose-dependent manner. On 
average, consumption of 100, 300, and 1000 mg Niagen 
increases blood NAD+ by 22%, 51%, and 142%, respectively. 
These new elevated NAD+ levels are reached after 
approximately two weeks and are maintained with continued 
once daily (q.d.) supplementation1. Additional clinical trials 
have demonstrated that NR can safely and effectively increase 
NAD+ with doses as high as 2000 mg per day and for as long 
as 12 weeks. These clinical trials administered doses of 500 
mg or 1000 mg NR twice per day2, 3. However, the comparative 
effects of administering NR once (q.d.) versus twice (b.i.d.) per 
day or at different times of the day have not yet been directly 
assessed.

Current labeling, which is supported by clinical pharmacology1, 

4 and nonclinical toxicology5, recommends 1 capsule of Tru 
Niagen® be consumed daily for a total of 300 mg of NR/day. 
Tru Niagen® PRO delivers 300 mg or 500 mg of Niagen® per 
capsule, with 1 capsule consumed daily, or as recommended 
by the healthcare provider. These instructions allow healthcare 
professionals to have more flexibility in providing their patients 
with daily dose recommendations that are customized to 
patient needs.

How are NAD+ levels measured?
Most laboratory scientists measure NAD+ on a relative scale. 
While this makes it possible to say that one sample has higher 
NAD+ than another, it does not put NAD+ in standard units in 
the same way as a low-density cholesterol reading, a pulse, or 
a blood pressure. 

The Brenner laboratory at University of Iowa pioneered 
a tandem mass spectrometry-based technology called 
“quantitative targeted NAD+ metabolomics” in which more 
than a dozen molecules involved in the synthesis and 
consumption of NAD+ are measured on a molar scale. Because 
these measurements are done on a molar scale, the relative 
quantities of different NAD+ metabolites can be directly 
compared regardless of differences in their molecular weights. 
Scientists have not yet translated NAD+ measurements from 
the laboratory bench to the clinic. At some point in the future, 
we expect the analytical method to be standardized so that 
NAD+ analysis can be introduced into clinical laboratory use. In 
addition, we do not have “normal” levels of NAD+ established 
for the population. More work will be needed to bring this 

exciting technology to the bedside where it is informative for 
patients and their healthcare providers.

One thing to keep in mind is that every tissue has its own 
machinery to make and to break down NAD+. Blood is a 
convenient material for testing a person’s response to taking 
Tru Niagen®, but it is not necessarily the most relevant tissue 
for assessing the health benefits of supplementing with NR. 
Since no one wants to sample their liver, heart, peripheral 
nerves or brain, we and others are working on less invasive 
ways to assess NAD+ status.

Has this been tested in the elderly?
Yes, Niagen® has been clinically studied for safety in older 
adults. Clinical trials have studied the effects of NR in subjects 
as old as 79 years of age and observed no serious adverse 
events and no effect of treatment (at any dose up to 2000 mg/
day), on treatment emergent adverse events. Martens, et al. 
demonstrated that 1000 mg/day administered for 6 weeks could 
safely and effectively increase NAD+ in subjects aged 55 to 79.2 
Dollerup, et al. demonstrated that an even higher dose (2000 
mg/day) administered for 12 weeks was well-tolerated by men 
aged 40 to 70.3

Niagen® has been rigorously tested using internationally 
accepted safety protocols and its safety is well documented.4 
Niagen® has twice been successfully reviewed under FDA’s 
new dietary ingredient (NDI) notification program and has also 
been successfully notified to the FDA as generally recognized 
as safe (GRAS). Niagen® is the first and only patented form of 
nicotinamide riboside to be reviewed by the FDA and granted 
these safety and dietary statuses. 

Does NR cause flushing similar to niacin? Why not?
Nicotinamide riboside (NR) does not cause flushing. Niacin 
induces flushing through activation of a specific G-protein 
coupled receptor called GPR109A.5 NR does not interact with 
this receptor.6

How is NR metabolized?
Nicotinamide riboside (NR) can enter cells through nucleoside 
transporters and is converted to NAD+ through two enzymatic 
steps.7-9 The first step is catalyzed by nicotinamide riboside 
kinase and converts NR into nicotinamide mononucleotide 
(NMN), which is subsequently converted to NAD+. When NAD+-
consuming enzymes use NAD+, the B3 vitamin nicotinamide 
(NAM) is created as a byproduct. This NAM can be converted 
back into NAD+ through a two-step salvage pathway or 
methylated and oxidized to form waste products.
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Pharmacokinetic studies in mice and humans have shown that 
NR has widespread effects on the NAD+ metabolome beyond 
simply increasing NAD+ levels. In humans, NR supplementation 
increases a variety of NAD+ precursors as well as methylated 
and oxidized waste products in a dose-dependent manner. 
Two clinical trials have demonstrated that NR significantly 
increases levels of NAD+ and the NAD+ precursor nicotinic acid 
adenine dinucleotide (NAAD) in white blood cells.1, 2 Another 
clinical trial showed that NR leads to elevated levels of NAM 
and its methylated and oxidized waste products in the urine.3

There is currently no evidence to suggest that NR is 
metabolized by or otherwise interacts with cytochrome 
P450 enzymes (CYP). In an in vitro analysis of human liver 
microsomes, NR did not have any dose-dependent reversible 
or time-dependent inhibitory effects on the enzymes CYP2C8 
and CYP3A4. NR did not induce expression of CYP1A2, 
CYP2B6, CYP3A4, or CYP2C8 mRNA in cultured human 
hepatocytes over the course of 72 hours. While this was not 
an exhaustive analysis of all CYP isoforms, these data suggest 
that NR is unlikely to have any strong drug interactions 
mediated through cytochrome P450.

Who could benefit from Tru Niagen® & Tru Niagen® 
Pro? What should trigger a clinician to think of this 
as a potential solution?
Patients who are looking for ways to support their long-term 
health as they age are ideal candidates for Tru Niagen® and 
Tru Niagen® Pro. Their key ingredient, Niagen® nicotinamide 
riboside, supports healthy aging by increasing the vital cellular 
resource NAD+. NAD+ declines with age and with physiological 
stressors such as overeating and drinking alcohol.10-12 
Preclinical and clinical studies have demonstrated the benefits 
of increasing NAD+ levels in response to age or metabolic 
stress. Tru Niagen® Pro provides daily cellular care, helping to:

• Replenish NAD+ levels1, 13, 14

• Increase cellular energy production6, 14, 15

• Support healthy cellular metabolism6, 14, 15

• Promote cellular repair6, 12, 15-17

• Promote healthy aging18-21

 

What will my patients experience when taking  
Tru Niagen® products?  How will I know it is 
working for them? 
Given that Tru Niagen® works at the cellular level to support 
health and has demonstrated promising results for a wide 
range of physiological outcomes in preclinical studies, each 
patients’ experience on Tru Niagen® will be unique. As with 
any supplement or new health routine, noticeable benefits 
may vary based on their genetic disposition, age, and personal 
habits like diet, exercise, and sleep. 

While qualitative data from clinical trials have yet to publish, 
we have been tracking anecdotal reports from hundreds of 
Tru Niagen® users. These data suggest that the changes most 
commonly noticed are improvements in energy levels and an 
enhanced sense of well-being.

Why is NR described as a specialized form of B3?  
Is it more bioavailable?
The B3 vitamins include the NAD+ precursors NR, nicotinamide 
(NAM), and nicotinic acid (NA). NA, more widely known as 
niacin, can cause uncomfortable flushing at therapeutic 
doses. NR has never been reported to cause flushing in human 
trials and does not activate the cellular receptor GPR109A that 
is responsible for this reaction6 making it a more tolerable 
form of B3.

NR, NA, and NAM are each converted to NAD+ via different 
pathways and with unique pharmacokinetics. A head-to-head 
experiment showed that these three molecules have different 
effects on the liver metabolome in mice. Specifically, NR 
significantly increased hepatic NAD+ compared to NA and was 
significantly more effective at stimulating NAD+ consuming 
activity compared to NAM.1 This is consistent with another 
finding that NAM can inhibit NAD+-consuming enzymes.22

In humans, the bioavailability of NR has been demonstrated 
in clinical trials that show that NR can increase NAD+ levels in 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (i.e., white blood cells)1, 2  
as well as both NR and NAD+ levels in whole blood.13 The ability 
of NR to increase NAD+ levels in white blood cells is especially 
of note because it demonstrates that NR can increase NAD+ 
levels inside of nucleated cells (a noninvasive a proxy for other 
cells of the body) rather than simply elevating NAD+ levels in 
blood plasma.
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